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Introduction

Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD), the traditional heartland of DevOps, was the first tenet
extended across deployment and into operations to break through the so-called “Wall Of Confusion.” DevOps is now
looking to scale beyond savvy teams and pilot projects, and reach across the enterprise; meanwhile, enterprise teams
are maturing in parallel gaining increasingly powerful, intelligent platforms, and more comprehensive frameworks.
Is the result of Enterprise DevOps a meeting of minds or a clash of cultures? How are tools and processes evolving to
meet the needs of larger, more complex organizations, or will the term ‘Enterprise DevOps’ be forever an oxymoron?
The opportunities and challenges are both of how to scale, both in terms of tools and thinking: in the best case,
organizations can become innovation-led and agile, delivering on digital transformation goals; sub-optimal results
will lead to DevOps approaches becoming more expensive than planned, in the worst case, failing to deliver ROI at a
level that makes DevOps worthwhile.
Against this background, this report looks into how DevOps toolchains are evolving and how enterprise teams can
deliver on the combined goals of DevOps efficiency, enterprise governance, and effective delivery of business-facing
value.

Report topics

The current state of CI/CD
- Assuring effective delivery of software within the DevOps cycle
- Contextual changes, trends, and drivers impacting CI/CD
Process and strategy considerations
- Defining a strategy for CI/CD within the context of DevOps
- Organizational maturity and scope of CI/CD
Tooling and framework considerations
- The roles of automation and integration in forward-facing CI/CD
- Management and governance needs and developments

Questions
answered

How can CI/CD be positioned in the broader context of enterprise DevOps?

What needs to be prioritized first, and how can existing capabilities be built upon?
How to bring existing (legacy) systems and databases into a CI/CD workflow?
What roles need to be in place to maximize benefits?

What tooling and infrastructure are needed to deliver the most effective platform?
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technology industry, Jon has a deep understanding of global infrastructures, architectures,
security and governance, as well as hands-on experience of delivery in a variety of sectors. Jon
is author of a Security Architect book for the British Computer Society and co-author of The
Technology Garden, which offers jargon-free advice on sustainable IT delivery. He has written
numerous papers and guides about getting the most out of technology, and is an accomplished
speaker, facilitator and presenter.
In Jon’s varied career he has acted as IT manager and software consultant, project manager,
training manager, IT security expert and industry analyst. In recognition of his insightful, yet
down-to-earth approach, Jon was named European analyst of the year by the Institute of Industry
Analyst Relations in 2009.
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GigaOm provides technical, operational, and business advice for IT’s strategic digital
enterprise and business initiatives. Enterprise business leaders, CIOs, and technology
organizations partner with GigaOm for practical, actionable, strategic, and visionary advice
for modernizing and transforming their business. GigaOm’s advice empowers enterprises to
successfully compete in an increasingly complicated business atmosphere that requires a solid
understanding of constantly changing customer demands.
GigaOm works directly with enterprises both inside and outside of the IT organization.
To apply proven research and methodologies designed to avoid pitfalls and roadblocks while
balancing risk and innovation. Research methodologies include but are not limited to adoption
and benchmarking surveys, use cases, interviews, ROI/TCO, market landscapes, strategic trends,
and technical benchmarks. Our analysts possess 20+ years of experience advising a spectrum of
clients from early adopters to mainstream enterprises.

GigaOm’s perspective is that of the unbiased enterprise practitioner.
Through this perspective, GigaOm connects with engaged and loyal subscribers on a
deep and meaningful level.
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